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College Reps, Nov. 16, 2012

Attending - Keith, Don, Chris B., John, Chris R., Jahan, Carol, Bryon, Bill, Ralph, Alex, Arnold

LHC addition - Carla Koretsky - will start attending in December

Arnold
VHS/VCR announcement
Compatibility matrix - Help Desk is updating
25 VHS players available - see separate email for details

What are lab refresh needs?
HCoB - room 2255, printers, Macs, Tcom lab - 40 PCs, 15 Macs, 20 laser printers
CoA - 24 total 18 + 6 Macs
CEAS - Macs, 52 PCs, 4th year on main lab
CoEHD - SRC, too small of drives - 25
CAS - 180 systems + printers and SmartShield license
ULib - classroom A & B - 58 total
CHHS - 25 PCs

Ops report - college by college
CAS - new reporting broken down into CASTS, hybrid, dept
     $13k "income" from Brown Hall class fees
CoA - reduction
HCoB - reduction
CoEHD - slight increase
CEAS - increase
     Konica 654 - $6,600 savings
     AutoDesk - renewal $27k/year - ROI in 3 year with new contract
     servers out of warranty
     main lab systems out of warranty
CoFA - small bump
CHHS - reduction - student staff expenses
ULib - printing doubled, big bump in compensation
     Windows remote management service and monitor service to determine who was on a
machine at a given time
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Elearning printing is hurting all labs
     Need a push from the Sustainability units on campus to see if they can influence a
change in faculty habits to have handouts printed before coming to a class versus allowing
the student to bring a laptop and view the handouts/slide presentations during the lecture
and notating on the electronic versions of the handouts.

Printer quotas - 2% of the students go over their 500 sheets allowed

Print tracking in instructional labs? all colleges have it on
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